
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
analyst, acquisition. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for analyst, acquisition

Manage all agreements with contract and temporary staffing agencies to hire
temporary employees as needed, utilizing Oracle (iProc) to create requisitions
for temps to ensure payment to vendor
Deliver on the global capability hiring needs and provide talent & market
intelligence as per agreed timelines
Working on understanding and implementing new and latest hiring/ souricng
techniques used world wide and also researching on the latest talent
mapping techniques and products used in the market
Continuously following and openly share global talent market trends and
considerations
Experience of building successful hiring strategies across regions/globally
with the ability to positively influence and partner with Talent Acquisition
teams across multiple locations and globally
Knowledge and insight of hiring best practice within technology/semi-
conductor or corporate equivalent field
Excellent English communication and interpersonal skills - used to presenting
to key stakeholders in an effective and engaging manner
Data-driven mindset – able to extract, interpret and position metrics and
statistics to support business activities and proposals
Working on weekly and monthly reports with the Talent Insight team and
presenting them to the Talent Insight Lead within the agreed timelines
Operating independently or indirect support of the Project/Program Manager
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Understanding of weapon system cyber resiliency techniques
Master’s degree, preferably in Engineering, Computer Science, or relevant
technical field
As a permanent employee with our client, you can enjoy benefits such as
generous tuition reimbursement, flexible PTO options, 401K with 6%
matching, commuter benefits and much more!
Knowledge of acquisitions and procurement
Minimum 2 years experience in business or recruiting analytics
Previous experience working on a Recruiting and/or HR team preferred


